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in a few centers consist of small booths, five to fifteen
feet square. The local shopkeeper carries an exceed-
ingly limited assortment of a wide variety of goods,
partly purchased locally and partly from a seacoast city.
What this "want of sale" typifies has been well described
by Sir W. M. Ramsay. "The shop cannot exist because
there Is no money to buy from it, and no security for
anything if money could he got; robbery is indeed rare
in the village at present because there is absolutely noth-
ing to steal; hot few persons would care to be known as
the only person in the village that possessed some money
and articles for sale/'
The peasant endeavors to produce his simple require-
ments, and if possible obtain a little money from a sur-
plus which he tries to sell in Ms local community. The
shopkeepers have their local supplies, consisting mainly
of articles of food and drink, cheap footwear and clothing,
on hand just before the harvest; otherwise, they stand to
lose their customers and their prospect of cash or kind.
The basis of sale in Turkey Is price, not quality. Dura-
bility Is a purely secondary consideration. The only
exceptions to be made are in the case of a limited number
of well-to-do Turkish citizens, the Levantines, and the
foreign colony in Constantinople who take pride in im-
ported goods of superior grade. Eecent emigrations have
cut down severely the demands for all foreign-made
articles. The JapanQse, in particular, have been quick
to sense the situation and have already made inroads
into the American and British cotton-goods trade. In
the prebellnm days, the high class trade was catered
to fairly well, but except in the case of Grennan and
Austrian firms, the much more characteristic low class
trade was neglected. "In the case of German trade,"
as the writer said in Commerce Reports (July 28, 1919),
"the merchants who handled the articles of cheap manu-

